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Artists Statement:

Completely fascinated by curving forms and movements, I find the sinuous movement of fish and languid drag of jellyfish tentacles seductive and beautiful. The sensual swirls, and sudden, flickering movement capture my thoughts when experiencing a school of fish in motion. I appreciate the unity that the fluid space of the ocean gives to the objects within it and am interested in the currents and flow patterns of objects in water that remain unseen until they affect some yielding element. These relationships and dependencies fascinate me and encourage me to think of other relationships to the ocean like that of air and sea. DaVinci once said, “describe underwater swimming and you will have described the flight of birds”. I am interested in the similarities between the fluid spaces of water and air and how my undersea interests translate in this different medium. My ultimate goal is not just appreciation or observation of curves in motion, but to inspire a sense of wonder.